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A system of polynomials [Pn(x)} is called an Appell set, if

(1) Pn'(x) = Pn-i(x)        (n = 0, 1,2, •••)•

Nielsen [2] considered a remarkable subset of the Appell set by considering a set

of polynomials which satisfy the two functional equations,

(2) Pn'(x) = Pn-i(x)    and    Pn(-x - 1) = (~l)»Pn(x)

for n = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • ; he has shown their importance in the theory of Bernoulli

and Euler numbers. Later Ward [4] generalized the set by considering a set of

polynomials {Yn(x)} for which

(3) Yn'(x) = Yn-i(x)    and    Yn(ax + b) = rnYn(x)

for n = 0, 1, 2, • • • and a and b are any complex numbers. More recently Sharma

and Chak* [3] studied a class of polynomials [H„(x)} in x, such that for n —

0, 1, 2, • • •

(4) Dt{Hn(x)} = Hn-1(x)   where   DJ(x) = /(^)_~1^J?) •

Immediately after, a paper by Carlitz [1] appeared studying various polynomials

related to Theta functions. It was this paper of Carlitz which suggested, as a

natural study, the systems of polynomials which satisfy a functional equation of

the form

(5) Dq\Hn(x)} = H„-iiqkx)    where k is a real number,

and n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ; and also to examine some subsets of this class of polynomials

which have properties analogous to regular and cyclic sets of Nielsen [2] and of

Ward [4].

1. (q, fc)-Harmonic Sequences. If Hn(x) = zZ1-o cnxn~', we put

» n—1

Hniax 4- 6] = ~%Z a,i(ax + b)n-i   where    (ax + b)n = \\ iax + bqr) ;
¡=0 r=0

n

Hn*[ax 4- b] = ^Z a-iiax 4- b)*-i   where    (ax + i))n*g"("_1> 2 = (b + ax)„ ;
1=0

Hn[x] = JZ aiqin-inn-i-1)/2xn-i ;       Hn*[x] = ¿ a.-cf'"-'''^-"V-1'.
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* R. P. Boas and R. C. Buck, (Polynomial Expansions of Analytic Functions, Ergebnisse der

Math., Vol. 19, 1958, pp. 44-45) call them Brenke polynomials and Waleed A. Al-Salam (a paper

in press) calls them ^-Appell polynomials and discusses their algebraic structure also.
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We shall use the following notations:

[*] = iq   ~l)/iq-l),        [as]. = [x][x -,.]••• [x - S 4- 1] ;

[x]\=[x][x- I]-■■[!],        [0]! = 1;        [*] = [as],/[s]!,        [j] = l-

In analogy with Nielsen [2] we shall call the set of polynomials {Hnix, q) ] =

{Hn(x)\ which satisfy (5) to be "(q, /c)-harmonic". If [Hn(x), hn] and [Kn(x), kn]

axe two (q, fc)-harmonic sequences, then it is easy to prove that

(a) there exists a sequence of constants {hn\ such that

H— I

(d)

Hn(x) = z. hiq^-^-'-^j^—rr,       Hn(0) = hn ;
¿=o [n — i\\

Dq{Hn[x]\ = Hn-i[qk+1x] ,

(b) (n = 0,1,2, •••);
Dq{Hn*[x]] = Ht-ik'-'x] ,

(c) zZn-o Hnix)tn = eq,k(xt)h(t) where

oo n 00

eq,k(x) = SrTï^ and   hi^ = zZhJP ;
n-0   \U\-        . n=0

Hn[x 4rb]=JZ~ qmi-l)'2Hn-i[qkib] ,
t-o 1*11

Hn*[x + b]=±f^ q-kiii-»/2H*-i[qkib] ,
¿=o 1*11

Hn[b + x]=±f\] q«+Wi-lU2Hn-i(qkib) ,
i=0   [l\.

Hn*[b + x] = ±f-^Jk-x)i^l2Hn-i(q'k-X)ib) ;
¿=0 1*1 ■

(e) there exists a unique sequence (a„j such that for all n

Kn(x) = ctoHn(x) 4- aiHn-i(x) 4- • • • 4- anH0(x) ;

(f) DqHn*(x) = Hn-i(ql-kx)    where   Hn*(x) = H*(x, q) = Hn(x, l/q) ;

(g) the expression

Ank = JZ (-iyHn-s(qksx)Ks[qin-B)kx]q-ks'n-s)

s=0

is a constant, while the polynomials

Gn\x)   =   ft (1  + «"V zZHn-siq^^K^-^x]
»•-I s=0

form a new iq, fc)-harmonic sequence;

(h) if

Hn[x] - Hn[-1 + x] = Kn-i(x) ,
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then if only one of these (q, fc)-harmonic sets is given the second is completely

determined ;

(i) if

Hn[x] + Hn[-l+x] = Kn(x),

then also if one of these is given the other can be completely determined.

As particular cases of these results we can get all the results obtained by Sharma

and Chak [3] by just taking k = 0 and those of Nielsen [2] by further taking the

limiting case of the difference operator Dq with q —» 0 i.e. the differential operator

D = d/dx.

2. (q, fc)-(I) and (q, fc)-(II)-Regular Sequences (when "a" is Not a Root

of Unity). If the set of polynomials {Hn(x)\ satisfies the two functional relations

(n = 0, 1, 2, • • •)

(2.1) Dq{Hn(x)\ = Hn-i(xqk)    and   Hn[ax + b/qk"] = rnHn(x) ,

then we shall call them (q, k)-(I)-regular sequences. If "a" is not 0 or 1 it is easy

to prove that:

The necessary and sufficient condition for a (q, /c)-harmonic sequence {Hn(x) ]

to be (q, fc)-(I)-regular is

(2.2) Hnib/q*"] = a"Hn(0) ;       n = 0,1,2, •■■ .

If we expand the left-hand side of (2.2) and equate, we easily get

_hobnAn(a, q)      _
(2.3)

where

lln
(a- l)(a2 - l)---(an - 1)

A/(a, q) =

311]!

JM-l

iqkf[2]\

J(k+l)

iqU?[3]\

(1-a)

1

(AH!
qk+1

(q3k)2[2]\

0 0

(1 - a )    0

1

qU[l]\

(k+l)n(n-l)/2 (k+l)(n-l)(n-2)/i

(1 - a ) ■• • 0

1

(qnk)n[n]\       (qnk)n~l[n - 1]! <f*[l]!

We   can   also   define   another   set   of   polynomials   {HH(x) ]   satisfying,   for

n = 0, 1,2, •■•,

(2.4) Dq{Hn(x)] = Hn-i(xqk)    and    Hn[b/qk" 4-ax] = rnHn[x]

and call them (q, k)-(II)-regular sequences. If "a" is not a root of unity we can

easily get the necessary and sufficient condition [3] for this set also.

3. (q, fc)-(T)-Regular Sequences and the Case when "a" is a Root of Unity.

For  both   (ç,fc)-(I)-regular and (g,fc)-(II)-regular sequences we see that hi, hi, ■ ■ ■
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are finite only if "a" is not a root of unity. If, however, a" = 1 [r = 0 (modp)], then

it is easy to see that an infinite sequence of polynomials {Hn(x)\ does not exist

which satisfies (2.1) or (2.4). In order to be able to discuss the case when "a" is a

root of unity we take the two functional equations as given in (3.1) below (instead

of (2.1) and (2.4)) introducing special triangular matrices T and T' of nonzero

numbers similar to the ones introduced in [3] and get all the results obtained in

[3], for (q, fc)-(T)-regular sequences defined by (n = 0, 1, 2, • • •)

(3.1) Dq{Hn(x)\ = Hn-i(qkx)    and   HnT(ax 4- b/qk") = TnHn(x) .

Following [3] we can easily get the results for these more general cases. If we

take k = 0 we get the results given in [3].
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